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{ "name": "activerecord",
"version": "5.0.0",
"description": "An active
record library for node.js",
"author": "Yaron Nahmias
(", "keywords": [
"activerecord", "record",
"class", "database",
"model", "orm" ],
"contributors": [ "Yaron
Nahmias " ], "license":
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"MIT", "repository": "Activ
eRecordJS/activerecord",
"main":
"dist/activerecord.js",
"engines": { "node":
">=0.10.0" }, "scripts": {
"test": "grunt test" },
"dependencies": {
"colors": "^1.1.1",
"dateformat":
"^2.0.0-rc1", "debug":
"^2.0.0", "diff": "^2.1.3",
"escape-string-regexp":
"^1.0.3", "inspector":
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"^2.2.0", "sqlite3":
"~4.0.0", "unicode-width":
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